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PREFACE
What is science? It sounds like a very sophisticated
medical term. Biblically, the word in Greek is gnostic.
A gnostic is spiritual knowledge.
They can see beyond the physical world, the very hidden foundation or smallest piece of matter. The mystery is, who can ever know what is the tiniest piece of
reality? The Bible makes this distinction.
Our books are always free. Freely received – freely
given. Comments and criticisms are welcomed. But,
please list the scriptures we may have overlooked.
Three new CD’s are available for you to request. These
CD’s are in PDF format which allows you to read all
the books on your computer: CD #1: God’s Puzzle
Solved, Parts I, II, III, IV and V; CD #2: 29 Printed
books; CD #3: Articles on various Christian subjects.
We are sorry to have found out, some countries outside the U.S. charge horrendous tariffs for these books.
Perhaps CD’s will be the answer.

Address:
E-mail:
Websites:

Art Mokarow, Box 1197, Montgomery,TX 77356
art@mokarow.com (Comments - Questions)
www.GodsPuzzleSolved.com (Free books can be downloaded)
		www.Bible StudyMadeEasty.net (Christian articles)

INTRODUCTION
The Apostle Paul teaches Timothy not to waste his
time with falsely, so called “Science.”.
The Greek word “gnostec” is false knowledge and
therefore, not defined as a real science, “O Timothy,
keep that which is committed to thy trust, avoiding profane [mankinds] and vain [useless] babblings [debates],
and oppositions of science falsely so called” (I Timothy
6:20).
In Greek, “true science” is the word “epi” which
means “a beginning,” or “from the start of the creation,
epi-gnosis.”
In studies of later ages by going backward. This can
never work because there are too many possibilities.
There is deductive reasoning from the beginning trying to use logic with all the possibilities.
God from the beginning, declares He has no limitations being Eternal and can do whatever He chooses.
He is the real Godhead, all that can be.
“God is the beginning” and in scientific jargon is called
a Singularity – the point where all began. Throughout
human history “science” has had a plethora of singularities from strings to “the big bang” and “gravity.”
The mother of all theories is still unknown. Quantum mechanics keep scientific imagination busy with
mathematical formulas. No certainty or facts as yet.

“Babblings” continue.
Wait a decade or two and more assumptions will make
sense. Whatever an individual’s five senses detect is
another theory. That is human science by mankind
without God. God said, “For my thoughts are not your
thoughts [mind imaginations], neither are your ways
[hence survival] my ways [love-no ego], saith the Lord.
For as the heavens are higher than the earth [human]
so are my ways higher than your ways, and my thoughts
than your thoughts” (Isaiah 55:8-9).
You need to deeply consider God’s words. Even if you
know everything about the universe, you would not
even be close to “the truth of reality.” You cannot ever
discover what or who God is orall the creative abilities
He has. Man can create a robot, but that is Mickey
Mouse “tinkering.”
Human science, finally, has acknowledged many more
dimensions to measure which they do not have the
knowledge or abilities to understand. Babbling goes
on in Babylon which only creates “confusion.”
Job said the same as Isaiah wrote, “I know that thou
canst do every thing, and that no thought can be withholden from thee. Who is he that hideth counsel without
knowledge? therefore have I uttered that I understood
not; things too wonderful for me, which I knew not”
(Job 42:2-3). Job repented and decided to follow God’s
thoughts and ways (Job 42:6).
GOD’S MIND

When you “repent” is to choose God as your teacher.

He is the originator, The True Singularity. You need to
start in kindergarten, which means “child’s garden”
in German. It is much like the beginning of learning
in The Garden of Eden. Humans think only “in part”
one ideology at a time, which is what human science
does. Paul wrote, “we only know knowledge in part”
(I Corinthians 13:9). Humans do not think “spatially,”
only God does. God, who senses “the whole” with His
mind, demands God thinks of every part and particle
at once. His mind has “spatial” abilities.
You cannot have God’s mind until you have been given
by God, His mind, “For now we see [perceive] through
a glass [mirror], darkly, but then face to face [no reflection]: now I know in part; but than shall I know
even as also I am known” (I Corinthians 13:12). Until
God reproduces Himself in His exact image, you can
only think “in part” which can take ages to perceive
each discovery. That is man’s science.
Deduction from a point in time only increases your
need to know more than you have learned so far.
“Inductive thinking” discovers who and what God is
when your desires and your heart choose Godly “science” over man’s “science.”

Chapter 1
REPENTANCE
“Repentance” can create “a change of mind,”
Christ warns once a mind is cleansed, it can
be refilled with more garbage to be thrown
out and burned up – that is if an individual
does not fill the mind with The Word of
God.
INDUCTION – DEDUCTION

A mind left to itself can be very frail. Your desires,
wishes and hopes are very individual. Idols can be
very harmful and even destructive to any individual
who looks to heroes, power, money or anyone or anything other than God.
But every human has free choice and complete liberty
just like God. God, by nature, has perfect character
and would do nothing harmful to you or any of His
creations. God is “love” with no ego or self interests.
Humans, because of self survival are ego-centered to
be healthy and secure.
Jesus can change an individual’s mind from destructive and harmful demands (energy). To be cleansed
(repent), you must only allow loving and good thoughts
to fill your mind and heart. If not, you are wide open
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to “new false idols” ending up worst than before. By
remaining faithful to God under all conditions, He can
help you become like Him.
Always seeking God’s “will” and His “word” which is
The Holy Spirit of God, you are guaranteed Salvation.
Contrary to God’s mind is a “mind” which only can
“reason in part.” Mankind’s logic is short sighted
(too see) and never arrives at it’s goal and death is the
result.
Jesus outlines your path to become like God in Seven
Steps. 1) Repentance is the first step. Read Christ’s 7
doctrines in Hebrews 6:1-3. Perfection is halfway to
becoming like God. (Request the free book, Beginners
Bible Study). The final goal is to be Holy in God’s love
with no ego.
GOD’S WAY

When you are resurrected and receive clothing for
your spiritual body, you will be filled with The Glory of
God. God’s “glory” is all The Goodness of God(Exodus
33). God has specific talents and attributes which He
scripturally discloses to make His children like Him.
Love which is the greatest, faith, mercy, justice and
many others are good and will not cause no one harm.
It is God’s Holiness which you receive when resurrected,
if you remain faithful.

Repentance, like baptism, seems to be a contradiction rather than a change of human behavior. It is a
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physical act, but more than that, it is a witness to the
world. Jesus Christ said, it was necessary to witness
all righteousness.
It is the first doctrine of Christ’s seven doctrines to
perfection. Repentance is a witness and an example,
you are to be like God through Christ.
Solomon did it all and nothing was worthwhile – all is
vanity. The evolutionists are right, human existence
has no purpose.
Almost everyone has idols which have no lasting value
or purpose. Human existence has many times of joy,
but also is filled with sorrow. “Happiness” for the
present is temporary when you have no goal for “eternity.” As humans there is no reason to live forever.
There is too much pain and suffering. God is the only
way to an eternal paradise of joy. A true Jubilee.
When you bottom out and feel completely useless it is
time for a change. “Repentance” is your beginning to
seek God in faith and it is a wonderful beginning.
Here are the keys – a doorway to open yourselves from
a physical existence to a spiritual existence. Hebrews
6:1 said, your repentance is from dead works. Dead
works are far more than just changing your ways. Repentance is a beginning to follow a new master teacher
– God. Everything else are false idols. False idols do
nothing and cannot last. Repentance is to follow God
as Christ did by only doing God’s “will.” He followed
every “word” in complete and absolute faith.
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The next doctrinal teaching is 2) faith. This faith is
provable and not blind as evolution with its theories
never end. Their changeable claims die in the end.
Repentance, God’s way, is an enormous, gigantic, herculean step. Humans die in the end. Christians are
in “the born-again process,” not as a fully mature human, but as a new born baby working towards a spiritual body.
JUSTIFIED SPIRITS.

Hebrews 12:1 proclaims, there are so many clouds of
witnesses you must lay aside every weight (burden) of
sin while you run your personal race. Here is the result. “To the general assembly [congregation chosen]
and church of the firstborn [Bride], which are written
in heaven [Book of Life] and to God the Judge of all,
and to the Spirits of just [forgiven] mere [humans] made
perfect” (Hebrews 23). That is the “predestined will”
and “purpose” of God to reproduce Himself.
GOD OR MAN

Which path of life will you choose? God or mere men?
Gnostic teachings is man-made human reason and
imaginations through mathematical probability. Should
you decide this path, have fun as it will never end leading
you “here and there.”
God’s “way” is a “Change of Priesthood” with God as
King over His Holy House. His Sons and family are
royalty and will live in an Eternal Paradise filled with
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everlasting pleasure. The question you must ask, is God’s
“way” a lot easier? Following God is painless and blessed
with a future life of constant happiness and pleasure.
God’s Sabbath Rest is truly easier with God doing the
work rather than living this human life. “Repentance”
is the start of your journey “to understand the truth of
reality.” You have one of two choices: Follow God or the
Science of Man.

Chapter 2
THE CREATION
Theological confusion continues, over who
and what is Elohim. How many days did
God take to create the universe? Was the
earth the center of the universe – Debates
go on and on each believing they know the
truth. What does The Bible really say?
GOD IS ETERNAL

The very fact that God always existed and always
will, leaves “all humans” in a quandary. How can you
measure time or perhaps you should ask if “time” is
“real?”
You can think like God, the angels or mankind who
ends in death, but the choice is always yours to make.
If you live “In God” and do what He tells you, then
you are to accept every Word of God. So when you
read God created everything – you job is to believe it.
You have three choices to make as to how much time
it took. 1) Divine time from God. 2) Astral time from
angels or 3) Earthly time from humanity.
The Bible does not write about seasons, times, or stars
existing before the fourth day (Genesis 1:14-19).
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This information is very simple. There was “no earthly
time” of 365-day years or 24-hour days. There were
no stars, either.
When God said, He created the heavens and the earth
– the word for God in Hebrew is “Elohim” and its verb
form is always singular. We know there was nothing
else until the fourth day.
The earth was the center of the universe since it was
not made by God until the fourth day. The universe
did not even exist.
When God said, “let their be light” (a big bang), but
only the atmosphere was created. This was the first
heaven followed by the earth on the third day.
Genesis 1:7-8, defines the first heaven, as our atmosphere with clouds above and below. It is easy to
acknowledge the heavens and the earth. In the beginning, because there was nothing more than the atmosphere called “the firmament” with the earth beneath
which was covered with water.
The earth not only was the center of the universe after
the burst of light (a big bang), but the rest of the universe followed, as it keeps growing to this present day.
Amazing. The ancients were right and the scientists
still have not found “the truth of the creation.”
Since the earth was covered with water like a baptism,
when the land appeared, it was in one piece (no continents) and flat. The earth was a round circle with
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360° as Isaiah wrote in Isaiah 40:21-22. This explains
the beginning of creation in greater detail.
First, from the beginning, the foundation of the universe sits on a circle (360°) although small enough to
be flat. The heavens (space) as a curtain were spread
out (keep growing) as a tent to dwell in (dark matter).
Human science has only discovered these facts in the
last decade or two. It certainly, has taken thousands
of years for the scientists to learn what was Biblically
told and known over 2,500 years ago. Isaiah is in direct agreement with Genesis 1:1. Godly “science” is
way ahead of human science, but there is so much
more.
Scientists call “space” – “a fabric,” but God goes one
step further defining “space” as “a curtain” somewhat
like a veil which hides more truth. Scientists finally,
have discovered behind the curtain is the dark matter
with smaller elements neutrinos called wimps. These
wimps, actually, keep this universe growing and this
is their latest discovery.
This “so-called fabric” warps, as it gets older. It becomes a dark hole with intense, super gravity destroying everything it absorbs until it ends and bursts to
exist no more. This is God’s “life cycle” of the universe just like a child is born, growing old and then
dying. Wow! This is God’s “science” from the beginning. Man’s “science” will never end, because The
Kingdom of God will be eternal like God.
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KINGDOM WITHOUT END

Daniel, The Prophet writes, without the presence of
God, The Gentiles will come to an end. The Messiah
will come and conquer human rules instituting The
Kingdom of God forever without end. The Kingdom
of God is eternal, everlasting and there is only one
Eternal God, Our Father.
God, Himself is The Kingdom of God with no end.
The gift from God by inheritance is free. Since God is
The Kingdom, He must reproduce Himself. Only God
has given life to His Son, Christ because now He is in
His exact image (Hebrews 1:3).
God gave the gift of life to Jesus to give to others (John
5:26), God is The Kingdom, but God is also Science,
the truth and nothing but the truth.
Science in Greek is gnostic which is truth and exactly
what God is . It is circular or eternal. A circle does
not stop it just keeps going round and round. A sun is
part of a galaxy which goes around to become a nebulae going round and around in a never ending circle.
A straight line can also continue to infinity unless a
greater force stops it. God is that force with His Son.
The Messiah intervenes stopping man’s scientific
straight line direction. God is circular like the sun
having no end.
God is the only one who can teach us how to be Eternal like Him in Paradise (Daniel 2:44). God’s “sci-
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ence” or knowledge is way ahead of all the scientists
making their never discovered theories.
God declares His ways will prevail and Salvation will
come from Zion with The Twelve Tribes of Israel (Isaiah 46:8-13). God is the creation and can only be done
by God, Our Father.
Human “science” as The Word of God proves Godly
science is not only ahead, but has the solution to
Eternity.
You must trace who was The Alpha with “the truth of
reality.” The Bible tells the whole story as you compare The Word of God with “history” and “science”
from Genesis to Revelation.

Chapter 3
LIBERTY AND FREE CHOICE
One of the most important characteristics
of God is His Plan to call us His children
with the complete freedom to have absolute
liberty and to choose for themselves to be
guided by God or their human nature.
God receives absolute pleasure from what
He builds and does. God consists of love
with no ego and getting so much joy and
pleasure in doing good works.
FAITH AND FREEDOM

“Freedom” demands “faith” and “faith” is “liberty”
with no slavery at all. Romans 8:20 calls a creature,
made subject to vanity having no purpose or use, but
given hope to become much more.
Initially, humans were created as useless animals
struggling to survive. Paul describes the three gifts of
God – Faith, Hope and Love (I Corinthians 13:13.) The
greatest of the three is Love, which fulfills The Law.
Faith is the first gift of God, Hope is the second and
Love is the third which is the greatest, because only
love is eternal. “Love never fails [sins]; but whether
there be prophecies, they shall fail [rests, leaves, stops]
whether their be tongues, they shall cease, changes
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whether there be knowledge [faith] it shall vanish away
[become different or more].” Faith, hope and love are
spiritual and Eternal – always existing. Knowledge,
tongues and prophecies are human efforts or works,
which can be altered or changed.
That is why Paul wrote, “Whatsoever is not of faith
is sin” (Romans 14:23.) Being doubtful, one will be
damned or condemned, because of a lack of faith.
God gives spiritual gifts from heaven. These gifts are
“Faith, Hope and Love.” These Gifts from God grant
the supreme gift of all, “According as he has chosen
[our faith] us in Him before the foundation of the world
that we should be holy and without blame before Him
in love Having predestined to the adoption (creatures)
of children by Jesus Christ to Himself, according to the
good pleasure of His will (Ephesians 1:4-5).
“Because the creature itself also shall be delivered from
the bondage [slavery] into the Glorious [God’s Goodness] liberty of the children of God” (Romans 8:21).
How does God give these gifts to make you Holy to be
like Him?
Romans 8:24-25 How can we wait patiently? For we
are saved by hope: but hope that is seen is not hope:
for what a man sees, why does he yet hope? But if we
hope for that we see not, then do we with patience wait
for it (Romans 8:24-25). Paul answers, “Likewise the
Spirit also helps our infirmities [weakness] for we know
not what we should pray for as we ought [humanly] but
the spirit itself makes intercession for us with groan-
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ing which cannot be uttered [human prayer.] And he
that searches the hearts [how sincere] knows what is
the mind [honesty] of the Spirit because he makes intercession for the Saints according to The Will of God”
(Romans 8:26-27).
As humans, you do not know good and evil. Only The
Holy Spirit reveals what is right for your spirit. According to your sincerity, The Holy Spirit of God determines the right thing according to the will of God.
So clear! The Holy Spirit does “the work” just as with
Jesus, The Son of Man. It is God doing the work in
you as long as you keep the faith.
Paul gives the conclusion, “And we know that all things
work together for good to them that love God, to them
who are called according to His purpose. For whom he
did foreknow [right heart] he also did predestinate [the
faithful] to be conformed to The Image of His Son, that
he might be the firstborn among many brothers. Moreover, whom he did predestinate [faithful] them he also
called, [the faithful] them he also justified: [not guilty]
and whom he justified [forgiven] them he also glorified
[God’s Goodness] (Romans 8:28-30). What shall you
say to these things? “If God be for us, who can stand
against us?” (Romans 8:31). That is the whole story of
humanity as animal creatures try to survive with the
purpose to become Holy like God.
PREDESTINATION

Some believe “predestination” does away with free
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choice. They do not know what Paul wrote in Ephesians 1 and Romans 8. God does not predestinate
“who will” or “will not” be saved.
What God predestinated was not who will be saved
but a reassurance to those with free choice to remain
faithful. The Holy Spirit is The Voice of God (Hebrews
3:7) who only speaks “the truth” (John 17:17). It also
discerns your heart’s sincerity revealing to you what
way or how much of “the truth” can be given to you.
For those who are faithful with an honest heart’s desire, He has predestinated to save you no matter how
long it takes.
POTENTIAL SALVATION

“Predestinated Salvation” can only take place through
The Heavenly Gifts from God of faith, hope and love.
The predestinated factor needs God’s gifts. If you
choose “faith,” you will keep on the pathway to The
House of God. “Hope” allows you to be determined to
stick with God as your teacher through Christ as The
Author of your Salvation.
“Love” does away with fear and torment, stress and
despair. The “love” of God is the last Gift from God
you need to receive from Him, “There is no fear in
love; but perfect love [God’s]casts out fear: because
fear has torment [distress or despair] He that has fear is
not made perfect in love. We love him because He first
loved us” (I John 4:18-19). That is the predestination
of God – a “Potential for Salvation” which never ends.
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It is all predicated upon and individual’s free choice.
The knowledge of God versus human knowledge will
vanish away which means it changes. “Knowledge”
is “truth” which constantly changes as human nature
varies with each person. No two people are alike.
“Gnosis” in Greek is knowledge which is “truth” or
“fact.” “Facts” can be measured as science has revealed. It can be the “truth” of God or Man’s science
which tries to measure and categorize the facts. The
Bible will prove that seeking God through His science
and method of discovery is far better than man’s “human hit-and-miss science.” Your choice had better be
superior to Satan who deceived Eve with Adam following human science. Who will you follow?
Let The Bible prove, scripturally, whose way is the
right and superior way.

Chapter 4
THE CAVEMEN
Archeology proves, the first humanoids
were homo-erectus who lived in caves
like the Neanderthals in Germany. From
Britain to Africa, cave people lived in caves,
lacking speech and understanding.
PREHISTORIC BEINGS

The oldest humanoids were found in Africa. Cave
dwellers have been found in other parts of the world.
Languages and alphabets were not discovered, but
these creatures did walk upright and were called
homo-erectus. They walked upright on two feet like
humans do today. The Apostle Paul knew this by calling them creatures with hope in becoming Sons of God
(Romans 8).
Before archeological scientists found evidence of these
humanoids two thousand years ago, The Apostle Paul
knew about these creatures.
Six thousand years ago or more, a new breed of upright beings were found. They were amazingly different. They had the same genes, but their D.N.A. had
mutated to an advanced human state. What caused
this change to humans with superior intelligence?
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GOD INTERVENES

The Bible is quite plain stating God Himself caused
the mutation. It was not evolutionary by time or
changing instantly on its own. The Bible, over four
thousand years ago, knew better than science today.
It is indisputable.
God, in the first five days, prepared the world with
humanity as we know it, homo sapiens, with superior
intellects on the sixth day.
God in speaking to the whole heavenly host of angels,
as his helpers, made a declaration, “Let us make man
in our image after our likeness” (Genesis 1:26). This
was not a new creation evolving over ages, but instantaneously as God describes. These new homo sapiens
were to have dominion over the entire world as royalty, as kings and priests. These royal ones were more
than kings but extremely “just” as merciful priests.
They were to be kings who ruled by being so “just” –
no trials would be needed.
This kingly priesthood was named Melchizedek meaning kings of peace and produce prosperity, a Paradise upon the earth. This first king/priest was Adam.
In Hebrew, Adamah, was one of a kind. God, from the
beginning coronated Adam to have dominion as a king/
priest, “and let them [Adam] and [Eve] have dominion [a
coronation] over the fish of the sea and over the fowl of the
air and over cattle and over all the earth and over every
creeping thing that creeps upon the earth” (Genesis 1:26).
That goes beyond the animals, but includes Adam’s wife,
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who became Eve, “So God created man [first] in His image [God’s] in the image of God created he him; male and
female [Adam and Lilleth] created he him” (Genesis 1:27).
Lilleth came out of Adam’s bone equal to her husband as
king and she was the queen. After Lilleth sinned, she lost
her crown as well as Adam, who followed her in eating of
the poisonous Tree of The Knowledge of Good and Evil.
Adam was a figure (type) of Christ to come (Romans 5:14).
Their loss of royalty had a seed to come and restore what
was lost. God had to replace His Son, Adam, with a future promised seed (Genesis 3:15).
Satan and those following him would be, continually,
biting the seed of Eve’s heel, but a progeny of Eve
would bite Satan as the head.
The rest of the Bible tells the prophecy of how Christ
would, finally, restore eternity in Paradise – The Rest
of God.
All this “truth of history to come” was known long
before human science would grapple in confusion.
Suddenly, homo sapiens had superior minds with languages and alphabets to answer the question of the
humanoids and homo erectus. This Truth of God was
preached over six thousand years ago. “Human reason” as “science” has come to understand this reality
only twenty-five years ago. Wow!
Adam was created as the first homo sapien with
a greater intellect than previous humanoids who
possessed the same D.N.A. which had instantly
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mutated to mankind. “Kind after kind.” Both were
royalty from the beginning, but lost their crowns by
sin (Romans 5:12).
The age of human reason in the 1600 to 1800’s replaced God with human science which was antiquated
from the beginning. Adam and Eve ended the cavemen except for those who insisted on being like those
who continued to live in the past. Humans can find
those who resist technology and like the past because
they have more freedom of free choice. Some leave
metropolitan areas to be free to live as they choose
though they be homo sapiens.
During the golden age of The Greeks about 300 B.C.
those being far away from society were called “pagans,” “the unwise” country people. As opposed to
the city dwellers who were called “the wise” because
they were educated. The Apostles called these pagans,
barbarians, “I am debtor both to the Greeks, and to the
Barbarians; both to the wise and to the unwise” (Romans 1:14). Pretty simple.
Homo erectus had died out, except maybe Big Foot.
Homo sapiens, with better intellect, populate their
growing world trying to resolve human survival needs.
Who will win or succeed – God or human reason?
HISTORICAL RECORD

Right from the beginning Godly “science” is proven to
be factual. Man’s “science” is so far behind. It is only
approaching comprehension of what God scripturally
revealed over four thousand years ago.
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By studying Biblical truth as compared to man’s science, you will discover human intellect will constantly
be in debate, as theories. Many more discoveries
revealed more errors and falsehoods with so many
miscalculations.

Chapter 5
A REPROBATE MIND
God allowed the world to be “reprobates”
following their own science without God,
because they had wrong hearts though they
knew The Truth of God. Humanity seeks
pleasure first above God and His scientific
facts.
PLEASURE FIRST

“Who knowing the judgment of God that they which
commit such things are worthy of death, not only do the
same, but has pleasure in them that do them” (Romans
1:32). God allows man’s science which is knowledge,
but never solves humanities survival needs which
means man is destined to die.
The historical proof of the folly of human “research
science” is its constant changing theories with new research altering past and present findings. To think
you have the truth and later find out you were wrong
is not a successful system.
MATHEMATICAL PROBABILITY

Mankind can find truth is reality by their human
experience. Multiply the world population with billions of ideas by their D.N.A. births and their human
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experiences.
Mathematical probability is employed. Choosing an
idea is called a “hypothesis” – a logical probability.
But it is a “guess” at best. By multiplying the idea
over and over until you are 95% correct, is known as
research which means you only find your conclusion
from constantly experimenting. When the odds prove
to be correct almost 100% of the time, finally, it is
known as a “theory” or “most likely.”
It is still a gamble, but reduces the probability of failure. It is like studying a card game called black jack.
Professionals, studying the likelihood of success is
their science. Some card playing scientists win and
make a success as professional card players. But like
university science, sooner or later one loses. Why?
It should not have failed since it is the exact formula
used in studying the universe.
What is the weakness of human reason on its own?
No one has found the mother of all theories, known
as M.O.T. Even man’s science acknowledges its false
methods to finding “the absolute truth.”
Science began with the first humans deciding truth
without God. God demands He should be the point of
origin.
Facts are factors in mathematics, one can measure
eternally as truth. God claims He creates all things
(Hebrews 3:4) where as humans can only guess. Even
if man’s science can be proven by mathematical prob-
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ability not one of you existed at creation.
What would you do if two or more theories would be
right mathematically, but does not agree with others
though mathematically correct. That is exactly what
occurs almost every time.
Einstein proved “time is relative,” but the quantum
mechanics with gravity prove they are not in harmony
– only recently. Science finds physical laws are not
all there , but new dimensions of mathematical measurement are need to be discovered outside of physical
laws.
Physics demands the speed of light is set at a maximum. In a new dimension – light can travel instantly.
God has proved that a day with God can be day or a
thousand years. God revealed this thousands of years
ago and there is much more to go.
Man’s science never finds the real singularity, but only
mathematically – guessing. Human science is unending and never gets to the truth. That is “blind faith.”
God calls those who forever search for the truth and
never find the answers – very foolish. Sooner or later
one should decide if they need to change the scientific
system being used. The message should be, after 2,000
years, science’s method of research is not finding the
solution.
The “knowledge” of God of science insists you should
prove and hold out “the truth” which you have substantiated. That is “faith” predicated upon substance
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and not blind faith. You accept God as Creator and
to prove “the truth” you only require to find out if The
Bible reveals “this truth.”
Physical human science still does not know what
brought about the universe. An accident is not a solution, only an unknown mystery. As The Bible writes
“forever learning,” but never finding the truth.
GOD’S TRUTH

A reprobate mind does not truly want the answer, but
enjoys the search. Joy and pleasure is the goal rather
than knowing “the truth.”
It is like seeing a movie or reading a good book which is
enjoyable, but changes nothing within them. You only
look forward to finding another pleasurable movie or
book. On and on it goes.
A reprobate mind is rebellious. It does not seek the
truth, but the joy of partial discovery.
Pleasure which is fun is enough. Real happiness is
elusive. Asking a person if are they happy depends on
what they are doing, if it is pleasurable or not.
God promises an eternal paradise of continual joy and
bliss. He wants you to prove Him. God’s happiness is
internal and not decided by temporary fun.
Humans must repent, seek God’s solution through
faith which will change your heart (desires) and mind
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Chapter 6
GOD ALREADY KNEW
Christ said, you must live every Word of
God and not be limited to part of “the
truth” (Matthew 4:4), That is the difference
between mankind’s “way” and God’s “way.”
A SUMMARY

The difference between inductive reasoning, by knowing who God is and what He is doing, compared to
deductive reasoning – what you presently know and
what it means.
The Bible story, like all books, has a theme. There is a
reason why the author wrote the book. From Genesis
to Revelations, God is reproducing Himself (Genesis
1:26.)
Scripture is the “word” of God revealed in how He will
make you in His image.
Human reason has not been able to discover what
started the universe.
By accident, when an individual applies logic does not
make sense even for human thinking alone. Some of
the ignorant believe the universe and every thing in it
is for no purpose. Brilliant minds can and are wrong.
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The beginning of Genesis reveals God and physical science are in agreement. Time in The Bible uses Godly
“time,” and is “divine time,” “astral time” or “earthly
time.”
God created heaven and earth and it could have taken
billions of years or it could have been done instantly.
It depends what measurement of time is used.
Over 2,500 years ago, The Prophet knew the earth was
a circle of 360º (Isaiah 40). Man’s science only found
this out several centuries ago.
The purpose of this book is to compare many other
truths that God knew before mankind found out.
This pilgrimage is inspiring and can increase your
faith – not blindly, but proven substance as Hebrews
11:1 discloses.
Our conclusion will find with Einstein’s formula of
relative time (E=MC2) coupled with quantum mechanics and gravity, it still has no final answer. Physical
science keeps searching for “the truth” when God does
not, because God already had “the truth.” And, if you
ask Him, He can begin to reveal it to you.
SPACE AND TIME

The latest scientific theory has come to an impasse.
They believe, they have made an amazing new theory.
Space, as once thought, is not filled with gas. They
were wrong in their former theory. Even more so
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space is not merely composed of strings or any combination, but is filled with anti-matter.
They used to believe the smallest unit of measurement
were neutrinos. Neutrinos are the smallest physical
parts. The difficulty is cosmologists (those that study
the universe) have recently found space has anti-matter which can be said to not be of the physical world.
Scientists cannot see them, but have discovered they
exist with more modern technology. They named them
“wimps.” Amazingly, Jesus defined them two thousand years ago. He said, “spirit is spirit” and “flesh is
flesh.” Both are of different matter, as now, physical
science admits.
Christ defines “spirit” is “like the wind,” you can not
see it, but you can feel it, “The wind [pneuma in Greek]
blows where it lists [wants] and thou hears the sound
thereof, but cannot tell whence it comes and whither it
goes; so is every one that is born of The Spirit [pneuma]”
(John 3:8.)
Man’s science has finally agreed with Jesus. In
Greek, “spirit” is “pneuma” which means “wind.” In
the Greek, the word for both “spirit” and “wind” is
“pneuma.”
Now science, to analyze these wimps, need to use
non-physical laws, or a new dimension. A dimension
means a completely different system of measurement.
Laws of physics no longer apply. Wow! Science could
have saved themselves two thousand years of intense
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study by reading The Bible. Anti-matter spirit, they
claim, are spiritual disilicates of the physical universe
including human spirits.
Paul, The Apostle, already foretold this 2,000 years
ago as well, “For the invisible things [anti-matter –
spirit] of Him [God] from the creation of the world are
clearly seen, being understood by the things that are
made, even His eternal [ever living] power and Godhead [throne]; so that they are without excuse” (Romans
1:20). The Apostle Paul knew Godly science before
the physicists. How moronic can humans be?
Space, with its anti-matter is a duplicate of our physical universe. Wow! When God said by His Holy Spirit,
“Let there be light,” it was the light of God unveiling
what was hidden in the dark, open space.
OUTER DARKNESS

Physicists and cosmologists have come to another reality. At one time, science thought space had an end,
but now after thousands of years proved space keeps
growing with new stars and planets continually. Some
die – called black holes, while new stars ignite into
nebulae and galaxies. These events take place in outer
darkness of the extreme limits of space.
Once again The Bible wrote about the continually
growth and death of stars and planets. Jude, Christ’s
brother, defines it very well, “Raging waves of the sea
[like pneuma] foaming out their own shame; [dying]
wandering stars, to whom is reserved the blackness of
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darkness forever” (Jude 13).
Like they say, “nothing is new under the sun.” All has
been known from the beginning of creation. Physical
science is derelict discovering the past truth which is
already known by The Bible.

Chapter 7
ACCIDENTAL LAW
Science, especially those studying the
universe are all excited about the creation
having many dimensions. Remember, a
dimension is a new way of measuring things
with a new math.
OPTIONS AND VARIABLES

Human science now knows there are at least ten or
eleven new dimensions in existence. Previously, science believed only physical laws applied. There was
only one speed of light as a constant. Now they know
better. Man’s science has found a sound or light can
be from one end of the universe to the other – instantly. Physical sound has a certain fixed speed just
like light. How is that possible?
Just like The Old and The New Covenants in The Bible, you must also know how The Laws in those “covenants” are applied by its administration. Moses
administrated The Old Covenant Law of Moses just as
Christ administered The New Covenant with a magnified law and a new way with laws that have opposite
goals
The Law of Moses told an individual what sin is (I John
3:4). The Covenant Law produces an opposing out-
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come from each other. A new dimension meant one
was wrong and there are many ways to achieve a similar goal.
Discounting new laws limits a person’s ability to be
taught. An option is a new way of thinking and doing.
Science calls them variables. A variable asks if there
are more ways to find a solution than one to resolve an
unknown truth (reality).
With new dimensions, you must not only limit your
dimensions of measuring reality, but how many could
there be? Unless you know this you can be in deep
trouble.
Hawking in his latest book, Grand Designs knows
there are many new laws since the claim is to have
eternity by gravity. That is great, but he just defined
God whose very title, “The I Am,” denotes unending
whatever He chooses to be. Hawking is describing
God without knowing it. He still has a way to go. God
who can be whatever He chooses, does reveal some of
His attributes.
God is a consuming fire (Hebrews 12:29). He can destroy everything by His presence which is why He cannot show Himself. You would burn up as He warned
The Israelites (Exodus 19:10-19).
IMAGE OF GOD

God is reproducing Himself to be exactly like Him.
Adam and Eve were a miracle birth by “a spirit.” God
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put this spirit in each person and their future generations. There is even more according to God’s science,
“For we know that the whole creation groans and travails in pain together until now” (Romans 8:22). My,
my, the earth itself including the entire universe is in
turmoil and chaos.
Human reason doubts God all this despite its obvious
design and law. The universe is also extremely chaotic and can destroy itself just as man can annihilate
each other.
Scientists, continually, use technological measurements to warn people about the powers like tornadoes,
earthquakes, tsunamis and heavenly bodies striking
from space. The universe is both good and evil just
like individuals worldwide.
The entire universe travails like a new baby fetus to
be born. There are and will be many fake labor pains
until God becomes “All in All” (I Corinthians 15:28).
Every jot and tittle must be fulfilled before man can
be made into the image of God and His Holiness.
Human ideology complains about mankind and the
universe’s weakness of being imperfect as proof creation is not true. They feel it is all an accident. That
is true in its present state. Atheists, as well as agnostics should search the scriptures, as diligently, as they
do with man’s theories.
The Book of Revelation in great detail covers how God
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will make the entire universe not only new, but perfect
and Holy. God will be “All in All” (I Corinthians 15:28)
(Revelation 21-22). God is not only human in His “image,” but the entire universe. The entire universe
manifests all that God is and will be. How awesome
and wonderful God is and His awesome mind.
SEEK YE THE LORD

God has no darkness or ego. He is only “love.” Human evolutionists can only measure God’s motives
from the view point of a carnal creature’s mind. How
foolish.
Unless God grants The Holy Spirit to learn about human motivation as compared to God’s will is thinking God has a mind like man. In other words, they
think God is less than perfect or holy. It is nonsense.
Isaiah, as well as a host of other prophets, call you to
seek The Lord. Why? God must be longsuffering and
extremely patient. God’s reason and motive is for you
to seek Him so God can teach you the truth by granting His Holy Spirit to teach you the truths of Godly
science. Humans on their own, reason from a human
perspective and all its ego of self worship, rather than
worshipping God who is Almighty and Holy.
Science is right in one area. The universal present
laws function by accident without God. You must
seek God, so out of His undefinable great love, He can
teach you true knowledge and science.

Chapter 8
GOD’S ATTRIBUTES
God has one (1) name, but over twentyfour (24) personal major gifts. His name
is JHVH or YHVH depending upon the
nationality used. Here is what God told
Moses, “Thou shalt be perfect with the Lord
thy God.”
LORD AND GOD

The English word in Hebrew for “Lord,” a noun, is
“singular.” The definitive, as a noun, is plural which
in English is God. The singular noun “Lord,” in Hebrew is “JHVH.” The word “God” as a noun, in Hebrew is “Elohem.” As a verb, showing action, the word
“God” is always “singular,” meaning “the one doing
the action.”
A comparison would be John Smith, one specific person who can do and be all these things for “Elohem
– The God.” John Smith is the name and the verb
always defined as “one.” Elohem is a God with many
attributes and talents. To separate these skills, a king
holds many titles. It is like saying the most merciful,
powerful, great Lord John Smith is The King.
God has a multitude of skills and talents as He is Lord
of Hosts, or El Shaddeic, The Almighty. Actually, be-
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ing The Almighty God, as a singular verb, He can be
whatever He chooses to be. God is unlimited. Wow!
How dare anyone compare God to a human with limited thinking and short periods of experience. We die,
God does not.
Hawking, in his Grand Design book as an “evolutionist,” has scientifically found “eternity,” which is God.
He needs to find out if this “eternity” has a mind and
intellect so great and superior no human can begin to
know it. Surprisingly, cosmologists are now admitting human intellect is a great mystery which must be
resolved. They have researched scientifically about
mankind’s ability to converse intellectually. Science
has found human vocal chords are far different from
any other animal.
Animals such as parrots can mimic the human voice,
but cannot intellectually speak as humans to openly
communicate. Animals can only make sounds like Neanderthal man and others of the hominids.
Humans as Adam and Eve were unique. Homo sapiens are special. When God breathed His breath into
Adam’s nose, he became a living being, the first homo
sapien.
Man’s science is, finally, befuddled with this evolutionary contradiction. Job, the perfect one in his
ways, was lost with the same problem. He thought
humans could be perfect by themselves. Here is the
lesson God taught Job, “Who is he that hides counsel
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[taught the truth] without knowledge [facts]? therefore
have I uttered [spoke] that I understood not; things too
wonderful for me, which I knew not” (Job 42:3).
Job was like many of today’s scientists. They all, along
with Job, believed mankind could become perfect on
their own. What Job forgot was, he had an advantage
evolutionists do not, “I have heard of thee by the hearing of the ear; [prophets preaching] but now mine eyes
sees thee [a vision]” (Job 42:5).
Job followed “the preaching of the prophets” of old
as Hebrew 1:1 foretold. Evolutionists, who think the
universe came about by accident, refuse to investigate
every last possibility. If they did, they could have
saved themselves thousands of years of partial study.
Preaching by anyone is not enough, but takes constant, in depth study, as individuals with free choice
who study not only science, but history and confirm
all by formula contained in the Bible (Philippians
2:12). After God revealed Himself to Job in a vision,
he immediately repented in sack cloth and ashes like
the dust he came from (Job 42:6).
THE GODHEAD

Paul preached not only “the invisible things” of God
are revealed in the universe, but including the complete Godhead. Romans 1:20 writes not only The
Power of God can be known by studying the universe,
but all The Godhead itself. What can “science” by
physical laws teach, but not able to learn? This JUST
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what Job learned. As Job, could not totally, comprehended and know The One God is impossible.
Job deduced that finding The Mind of God is not possible for human science or anything else. His mind is
far superior to humans or any other beings (the angels), “For as the heavens are higher than the earth,
so are my ways, and my thoughts than your thoughts”
(Isaiah 55:9). That is exactly what Job learned. Human preaching does not give the whole story of how
and why God created or will create. For us, at times,
to be humble is enough (be teachable) or we need to
see God in heaven as Job and many of the prophets
did.
The Apostle Paul wrote, Christians will “only comprehend” God “in part” until they are exactly reproduced
in His image. Then, they will be resurrected in the
garments and clothing of God (God’s goodness).
Christians will be glorified and dressed in His exact likeness, just like Christ. Christians will then be
“eternal” with the very power, love and thinking like
God. Individuals will know Him because they will be
what God is in all His “glory.” God who will be “All–
In–All” (I Corinthians 13-15).
Until then you will need to study God’s “science”
which is factual knowledge as opposed to only understanding “in part.” God told you, until you are
perfect (sinless) and Holy (pure) like Him, you must
keep learning Godly “science” through the study of
the universe about everyone and everything.
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When you are “as a baby” with humility and are willingly desiring to have God teach you so you can become a Son of God.

Chapter 9
OUT OF NOTHING
“Ex nitro” in Latin means “out of nothing.”
Man’s “science” can never begin from
nothing its an impossibility.
Finally,
“quantum mechanics” has admitted
“gravity” is “eternal” and is God. At least,
they now start with a “singularity” which is
“eternal.”
GODLY REPRODUCTION

“Life,” therefore, can only come from “life” and “not
from nothing.” Discovering eternity which is always
existing is a state of being infinitum. Man’s “science”
has, finally, come to the “knowledge” that God always
existed as “gravity.” This as an admission is that a
powerful being was always there. You have discovered
one Godly attribute, but now you know God, by His
“intelligence” and “thoughts” are so powerful. God
from His being can choose to be revealed at any time.
Whether humans reproduce themselves from male
and female, so does God. You also know God is “dominant” because only the male can give life of Himself.
He is also female, which is why Eve came out of Adam.
Human males also have the female components within
them. God, from Adam, separated the female caring,
nurturing parts of Adam to become an individual fe-
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male. The purpose of God is to make them our flesh
as in the beginning as Sons of God. When God created
a new system of separation, He also, within them, had
reproductive qualities. Human sex was born. Just as
God is going to unite The Heavens and The Earth, so
is God doing the same with man and woman. As scripture tells you – “what God has joined together, let not
man pull asunder.”
God’s process of reproducing Himself means everything created had to come from within God Himself.
“Nothing” can produce “nothing,” “No man hath
seen God at anytime, including Jesus, the only begotten [created] son which is in the bosom of The Father,
He [Christ] hath declared Him” (John 1:18). That is a
mouthful. Christ came out of the bosom of The Father, just like all the rest of mankind. God is reproducing Himself like any man and woman. God could
have left Adam without a help mate. But God decided
being alone would not be good. Why? God is “love”
and His “goodness” knows each human must share
with others of like kind.
Having creative powers to make more and more things
does not allow the “love” of God to share those things.
That is why when one mate dies, the other inherits
everything, including family and all they produced together. That is “love,” which is what God is. It would
be a sin, if an estate, built by the male and female,
would be given to someone who had done absolutely
nothing to create the estate. A family, therefore, must
pass on an inheritance, one to another, to continue
growing the estate and, therefore, generating jobs for
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strangers who are not part of the family. Giving an
estate to strangers (a gentile) is, therefore, “a grievous
sin” hurting everyone. What a perfect Holy Loving
God. When God becomes “All In All,” you will be
united as one huge family, composed of Sons of God at
that time. As a Son of God, you will be profiting and
building a larger and larger house with a perpetual
growing estate.
Christ is sharing His Father’s Throne and is building mansions for His Bride (John 14:1-2). That is why
Paul told Timothy, God’s “house” is a “Great House”
with all kinds of vessels – both honorable and dishonorable. Some more valuable (higher quality) than
others. Those more productive receive greater individual rewards while those less profitable receive a
lesser reward, until everyone, potentially, become a
Son of God (Revelations 21:7). Sons will all inherit all
things created by God. You have just learned the entire story of The Bible, The Alpha to The Omega.
This journey through the universe and mankind’s
place in it, continues to the next pilgrimage after the
book of Revelations. The Kingdom of God is comprised of all God is and never ends. Godly “science”
does not stop. God is “eternal,” always creating more
and more. The family of God, likewise, living in The
Great House of God, is expanding for all Sons of God
to inherit and, thereby, being more and more productive eternally. Since Jesus is every Word of His Father, there is not enough space in our world to contain
all the books which need to be written (John 21:25).
“Infinity” is “forever” with more challenges, inspira-
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tion and abundant eternal joy for all of the world.
HUMAN SCIENCE IS WEAK

“The Age of Reason,” depending upon human intelligence, does not posses the ability to keep up with
God’s level of superior intelligence. Humans could
never find the “Mother of All Theories.” They are forever learning, yet never coming to The Knowledge of
The Truth without God.
In your human flesh, you are too weak and will always
sin by “missing the mark.” Satan told Eve that God
knows humans will become Sons of God. God does
not want you to learn the hard way with pain, suffering and death. Physical science discovered by man is
a tough and rough road, but always ending in death.
Already, technology has advanced to the point where
world genocide is getting closer and closer. Why does
anyone bother? Let God do the work so there will
never be hardship, pain or death. God guarantees His
Science is taught gently, fruitfully productive, with a
neutering manner and with no curse, but with joy in
eternity, forevermore (Deuteronomy 32). It is called –
The Everlasting Covenant of God. Which way makes
more sense to follow? Man’s “science,” in “the school
of hard knocks,” or the most enjoyable schooling a
Disciple of Christ and God could have experienced.
The choice is yours.
Now to examine some simple questions regarding
whether “accidental” evolution can ever make sense.

Chapter 10
HOW CAN IT BE?
Options are human choices of what could
be. Variables are how many possibilities
are there. Are there other ways besides
what man’s “science” has tested. Could
there be a variety of other options which
can tested mathematically and be true?
HUMAN NATURE

As many people are in the world is it be possible there
are multiple ways to do things which can prove just as
successful than just one way?
Some parts of the world wash clothes by hand. Some
pay others to do it. Others use mechanized technology to wash clothes. As they say, there is more than
one way to skin a cat.
How about math? For centuries, mathematics was
taught one way and then a few decades ago a new math
had been discovered. It is faster, quicker and easier
to do. Possibly there may be “an instant mathematical
system.”
God declares even the human mind has the ability to
do whatever it chooses to do (Genesis 11:6). Entrepreneurs create jobs for the world. Whether it be laun-
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dry soap, cooking, traveling, investments or whatever
humans need or desire. There are multitalented ways
to duplicate those tasks or businesses to do the same
thing. It is unending, as far as human ideas to come
up with, in order to be successful.
How do you know man’s “science” is the only way and
no other? The medical profession itself varies greatly
to heal the sick. Chinese medical doctors follow a
completely different “methodology of healing” than
the western concepts.
Even in The Western Civilization’s medical practices
vary greatly. Which is the best or which is correct?
On and on it goes. Nothing is developed or inspired
by the human mind that is “the end all” of “all end
alls.” Pontius Pilate said, what is the truth? He knew
how misleading humanity can be with its weaknesses.
UNANSWERED EVOLUTIONARY QUESTIONS

1) There is no answer how everything started, a
true singularity or point of origin. Whatever
comes about “something” had to start it. A
beginning must exist to start something else.
Gravity cannot come from itself.
Finding the process as to how gravity works in
quantum mechanics defines its beginning. To
say it is eternal is not final. They are always
looking for The Mother of All Theories to be
found. What really started the universe, “the
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whys” and “the hows” need to be investigated,
in an attempt to know.
2) No evolutionary proof. Science has proven
species mutate as God has shown thousands of
years ago. No new species evolved from one to
another.
Evolutionists have been stumped kind after
kind and the kind does not slowly change into
another species, not one.
A new guess has been conjured by Science.
Instant change occurs into new species when
enough development has been transferred to
create a new kind of species.
Besides never finding such “an instant change,”
let alone the possibility of many new species at
the same time, Science has opened a pandora’s
box of problems.
3) How long must one wait? To couple all matter
in the universe in one kettle and stir the many
possibilities which can be manifested. Not
only should one new species come about, but
millions and millions of new species should be
exploding all the time. But no one can find
one.
Not only is this a boiling question, but the universe varies like temperature elements such as
the water or desert, mountains or the differing
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elements are not in one pot but in many pots.
The universe contains a multitude of varying
elements and compounds.
They think they should be evolving by accident
into multitudes of new species and some are
down right ugly with no purpose or design.
4) Intelligent design. Intelligent design means
just that. Physical design requires laws. “Laws
by accident” make no sense. The entire universe with all its variety follows one law.
Why does light sound, travel at one speed?
The physical universe makes it possible for
us to apply physics with specified laws. Why
does it have to be so with all the variety?
Options and variables should reveal a multitude of laws. Now in new dimensions, different types of space have different laws, but still
serve the intellectual design. There is a decisive set system in place, having life that starts
a gestation period, a maturity and death followed by a rebirth.
Whether human, astral or of divine origin, all
follow a set pattern and that is intellectual design. Thousands of years ago, Godly “science”
foretold its future when a new birth would
transpire just like a babe in gestation waiting
to be born (Isaiah 66).
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All universal activities follow this reproductive
system, whether human, astral or Godly. That
is “intellectual design” and not by accident.
5) Quandary of limited time How long did the
pollination of trees, plants, flowers have to
wait for bees, hornets, etc. to evolve to have
cross pollination for plant life to thrive?
How long did man have to wait for families
to evolve to reproduce. If both evolved at the
same time, how did they find each other and
where did it happen?
With a world intercommunicating by the internet, man and woman cannot find each other
to reproduce as mates. Maybe the woman was
first.
Accidental “evolution” makes no sense. There
are too many unanswered probabilities. What
a mess. “Order” with “design chaos” has a
time problem.
6) Thirteen billion years Physical science puts
the universe at 13 to 15 billion years old. How
can this be? How many options and variables
have been used to make such a comparison or
time line.
Scientists will always be finding new hypothesis to measure what was not known before.
Every additional option has to change the age
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of the universe. As more “science” is explored
and discovered “time and ages” are not long
enough.
7) Exploring possibilities Has anyone determined all options and variables? Of course
not. No one could be at the place. Man’s science will once again have to totally change
how human “science” should proceed in its
methods. Everything once again will have to
change completely to determine the truth.
Godly Science has a specific definitive goal and purpose. He is reproducing Himself so we can live a secure,
productive and eternal life in a perpetual paradise of
joy and bliss. This is simple and clear. Human reason
constantly proves itself false and needs to start over
again. What a mess.
God’s Science gives you truth “in advance” which is
“prophecy.” Prophecy becomes history which can
check and prove God. Christians and those with inquiring minds who choose God can have substantive
faith and proof (Hebrews 11:1).
Human reason is very changing demanding blind faith
just because it is “politically correct.” May God give
you the grace to make the right choice. Do you want
the hard, painful way to learn the truth or God’s way
with blessings, happiness which can lead you straight
to an Eternal Paradise? This is the prize or The Gift
of God has for you when you want to find “the truth.”

